**Itinerary**

1. **1.04 Km. Viewpoint of Cal Tet**
   - The path that leaves from the gate of the natural areas of the river covers the speck of high waters, preventing the overflow of the river in case of large floods but also prevents us from observing this plain of flood and the Cal Tet lagoon, except if you look at it from the viewpoint that you will find halfway through. This viewpoint is a good place to observe aquatic birds such as ducks of different species, Herons and Grebes.

2. **2.12 Km. Junction of paths**
   - At this point the paths that come from both entrances coincide. The main attraction is the channel of La Bunyola, which collects the rainwater and the pluvial drainage of this area of El Prat. You will find Common Moorhens, turtles and many other species that nourish and reproduce.

3. **2.07 Km. The Tower of La Bunyola**
   - The tower of la Bunyola is a fantastic viewpoint from which you can observe the Cal’Arana beach and the Carabiners (Carabineers), always an interesting area because of the quantity of birds that go there. The natural value of these beaches is conserved because there is no public use. In the tower, apart from observing the fauna, you can enjoy your time looking at the delta plain with wetlands, pine groves and cultivated fields or you can enjoy yourself looking at the sea.

4. **2.37 Km. Building of Carabiners**
   - Crossing the bridge of La Bunyola and following the indications of the itinerary you will arrive at the Carabiners (Carabineers). You will be surprised when you see the conditions of life of this old security force. In the surroundings there are Eurasian Tree Sparrow and European Greenfinch and among the ruins of the barracks it is possible to observe the Common Geckos that hide in the cracks.

5. **2.71 Km. Semàfor (Semaphore)**
   - The way to the Semàfor (Semaphore) is a walk among reed beds and Small Cordgrass with small ponds where hundreds of mosquitoes eat mosquito larvae. The way up to the building offers you one of the best views of the beach, the Ricarda pine grove, the La Magarola lagoon and the vegetation of the marsh and the delta plain in general.